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With clarity and compassion, Dr. Sears has used successfully with many of his young sufferers.
It lays out a plan for developmental, behavioral, and learning therapies; Robert Sears guides the
reader through the maze of autism, explaining what safety measures parents can take to
decrease their baby's risk, how to detect autism at the earliest possible age, and what direction
to go once a medical diagnosis has been made. The reserve provides parents with a
straightforward and clear knowledge of the biomedical treatment approach that Dr. presents
details on vaccines and their safe make use of; shows parents how to get started treatments
without a doctor's help; and includes a thorough resources section. THE AUTISM Publication
provides all the details and reassurance parents want.
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Great resource! The publication is like having a discussion with him.. Thank you so much for
writing this book and I am speaking with my boss to see if we can get this book to supply to
read and understand more! Amazing book So much good details, definitely one of my favorite
autism books!" Also, do some study on grape seed extract and lithium orotate. Read the first few
chapters. Shouldn't be your only source of info, but a great book. I contact this my Autism Bible,
very mind blowing and absolutely the best thing i ever bought My boy was diagnosed in 2010
2010 with common Autism, ASD and at that time i currently knew, but didn't know how to
proceed, so i jumped on-line and saw this and said i actually m gonna start here. Adults and
children and I think this should be one of the must reads our staff should read if they help any
of our people who have Autism no matter this. this helped me understand the place to start and
how to proceed next. 5 thumbs up You must get this book immediately and do what Dr Sears
recommends!! He has changed the course of our son's existence with the biomedical
interventions he has recommended. . If you possess a pal with a lately diagnosed child...give
them the gift of the book. Sears, but under no circumstances read any of his books...Dr Sears is
who you should look to for path. He simply builds up dread in parents and presents HIS
strategy, which is basically biomedical. it's worthy of buying it whether you have a kid who can
be suspected of experiencing autism or not! just pick this book up if you are a parent. this is
actually the best more thorough and most practically useful on a specific . DO NOT Go through..
Dr. this is the best more thorough & most virtually useful on a particular topic.. i would say take it
one page at a time. Bob. use a highlighter and paper clips and read a little bnit at a time. you will
surely read it a little bit then put it down for some weeks then come back to it. it really is useful
information with charts also to do lists and very good. i especially like the checklists on what
things to ask a neurologist or geneticist or even a pediatrician when they are evaluating a child
for autism. . . Gave me answers no-one else would or could Please read this reserve if your son
or daughter has Autism! I liked it and recommend it to all parents and grandparents of kids with
autism. Great resource! Such an amazing book, one which you will examine back through over
and over. If you are just starting the journey of autism treatment, this is an essential companion.
Essential Reading "The Autism Book" is apparent and well-organized. If you have been upon
this road awhile, it does a great work of tying everything jointly and you may find some new
suggestions. after reading many of the dr sears books, ie baby book, preganacy book, sleep
book, etc. then end. Shouldn't be your only way to obtain .. I believe the easiest method to treat
autism is the 2-pronged strategy of therapy and the biomedical strategy outlined by Dr. its a
whole lot of reading and hard to swallow it in a single chunk. Three Stars excellent material -
pretty particular ! However, I am one of those parents who views my autistic child as something
special, and quite loving. This is a must for each and every parent with a kid on the spectrum. will
go way comprehensive on every aspect of ASD from curiousity and doubts to diganosis to aid to
how to approach universities and insurance and support groups and other family members and
friends requesting about autism. For parents not used to this trip - have hope, because wish is
justified. learn therefore much with this reserve and I would recommended I have learn thus
much with this publication and I'd recommended Really helped This book really helped me
understand some of the steps parents are taking with their autistic children. I help take care of
individuals with disabilities of all ages. this is a great book for a new parent whose life just wnet
upside down. It also explained a few of the medication in a more understandable way that
people administer to them.. Check out "Super Immunity", "The Magnesium Miracle," "The
Vitamin D Option," "The NDD Reserve," "Healing the brand new Childhood Epidemics: Autism,
ADHD, Asthma, and Allergies: The Groundbreaking Plan for the 4-A Disorders... Bob is an



intelligent, level-headed one who actually cares about kids. He instills nothing but dread in the
hearts of the parents who read this publication and I find that heinous. In a world where most
mainstream doctors do not get what you can do for a child on the spectrum to greatly help
recover them and enhance their functioning and health. My son, who is 2 1/2 was recently given
the formal medical diagnosis of Autism, although we'd suspicions and knew much earlier that
something had not been right. Tis a serious topic and needs much focus on the details. He does
not present a open minded strategy about different treatments or ways to work with autistic
children. I have to say, the one main breakdown about my child I have had was when i read this
reserve. Dr. Sears is somewhat manipulative. I still of training course have my worries therefore i
found this book to become more knowledgeable about autism. incredibly helpful this book has
so much good information. Even though some of his treatments may work, writing a publication
for revenue that parents can go through from in the united states from his very own practice is
irresponsible. We had heard a little bit about Dr..
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